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A GREAT OPPORTUNITY
FOR MEMBERS

Want to work on a local production?
Want the lead role?
Want more on-screen time?
Want to impress an upcoming director?

Consider working on ACTRA approved low budget 
and student film productions.

It’s an amazing opportunity to work with next 
generation of filmmakers and directors, while 
working within the community… and in the end 
you build contacts and end up with a great 
demo for your portfolio.

What can you do to get involved with these projects?

Update your Face to Face profile, since low 
budget producers and student filmmakers usually 
do their own casting using Face to Face Online.

If you have a talent agent, let them know 
that you want to be considered for low budget or 
student productions. Your agent might assume 
that you are simply not interested.

ACTRA low budget and student films productions 
provide more work opportunities and are generating
more interest and success in the industry than ever
before!

Get involved!

If you have any questions about working on a low budget 
project or producing your own low budget film, please 
contact Shannon Joutel at 514.844.3318 x233 or by email 
at sjoutel@actra.ca.

*

*
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appy New Year fellow members
and may health and prosperity

be yours to enjoy throughout the year! 

Recently, I read an article by James
Surowieki in The New Yorker entitled,
“State of the Unions,” that intimated that
public support for unions “has fallen to
historic lows.”

The piece pointed to a number of reasons
why this is so – in particular, the compen-
sation gap between unionized and non-
unionized workers, magnified by the
recent recession. Union members are paid
an estimated fifteen percent more than
their non-unionized counterparts. Union
members enjoy fixed benefits in a time of
great uncertainty for most other workers.
And in the course of a financial crisis that
has decimated many an RRSP plan, it has
been defined-contribution union-based
funds which seem to have passed through
the worst of it, relatively unscathed.  Envy
is reason enough for most people to dis-
like unions.

Of course, these advantages are nothing
new. It’s the growing resentment that is.
Surowieki suggests a couple of reasons for
this; namely, the fact that fewer people are
members of a union these days and the
belief that the influence of unions on the
wages and working conditions of workers
outside the union is not nearly what it
used to be. Historically, unions increased
benefits for its own members, and the
effect rippled through the industry (and
other industries alike) to help raise wages
and improve the working conditions of
non-union employees. Apparently, this is
no longer true.

It’s easy to understand why those on the
outside looking in may begrudge us. What
confounds me, however, is the idea of
members who do not support their own
union. To be clear, I am not talking about
members disagreeing with their elected
representatives. When decisions are made
in the interest of the many, they are not
always necessarily to the advantage of the
one. We’re not all going to agree all of the
time and a debate of issues is always
healthy. 

I am speaking of members who either do
not appreciate or perhaps, do not under-
stand the benefit of being in a union and
the advantages that come with having an
entire organization and twenty-five thou-
sand (for the most part) like-minded indi-
viduals on their side. Or maybe they sim-
ply forgot that it’s their union; what they
put into it is often what they will get out of
it. 

Surowieki’s article helped remind me of
why I am both grateful and proud to be a
member of a union – a number of unions,
as a matter of fact – but this union in par-
ticular. No one understands better than we
do the uncertainty of where the next pay
cheque may come from - which may be
why I am truly grateful to have a union
negotiating for me terms which guarantee
a proper work environment and significant
wage when I do work. 

I am grateful for AFBS (and our collective
agreement), offering us some of the best
insurance coverage of any union in the
world - at a fantastic price, I might add –
and a return on our retirement investments
that is second to none.  

But I am also proud. At a time when so few
workers are protected by unions and labor
is struggling to organize new workers,
ACTRA has changed its membership rules
to make us more accessible to the profes-
sionals in our own industry. As an organi-
zation, we have made it possible for more
people to enjoy the benefits that we
already esteem and as members, in voting
“yes” in the recent referendum, we have
demonstrated our understanding of the
strength in solidarity and numbers.

What’s more, I am proud that the work our
union does on behalf of our members has
a very real positive influence on the liveli-
hoods of non-unionized (and other union)
workers within our industry. We were the
first performers’ union in the world to have
digital media in our collective agreement,
a standard that others still strive to reach. 

From our national lobbying push to estab-
lish a healthy indigenous film and televi-
sion industry to our local efforts to bring
production to Montreal, we are working to
improve opportunities for our own mem-
bers. And in doing so, we are also helping
to generate business for thousands of
other workers both inside and outside our
industry.

It’s a shame that public support for unions
has fallen to such a low. I, for one, appreci-
ate the benefits.

In solidarity,

president’s message

H

STAND BY ME

Don Jordan,
President, ACTRA Montreal
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Welcome & congratulations to all new ACTRA Montreal members...

member news

he changes to ACTRA’s membership
rules do not end there. The constitu-
tional amendment was part of a

larger reform package that contained two
additional elements;

Standardizing the Cost of
Becoming a Member

Under the old rules, individuals paid wildly
different amounts to become members of
ACTRA because the permit rates vary wide-
ly under our different agreements.
Hypothetically, someone could gather their
six credits under the CBC Agreement, pay
the $450 Initiation Fee, and become a Full
member for $1075. At the same time,
someone accumulating most of their cred-
its under the National Commercial
Agreement may have paid over $2000 to
become a Full member.

That wasn’t fair.

As a starting point, we sought out to deter-
mine the average cost to becoming a mem-
ber. After reviewing the information from
across the country for the past five years,
we determined that the amount was
$1,600. 

And so ACTRA’s National Council decided
that the cost of becoming a Full Member
will be $1,600 from now on.  Apprentice
members will continue to pay for permits,
and these amounts will be deducted from
the $1,600 total. When the Apprentice
member qualifies to become a Full mem-
ber, the amount owing will be the differ-
ence between the amount paid in permits
and the $1,600.

Offering Apprentice Membership to
Acting School Graduates

The second big decision ACTRA National
Council took was to reach out to young per-
formers.

One of the things we discovered through
our efforts to organize non-union produc-
tion was that theatre and acting schools
were a primary source of non-union talent.
The pitch coming from low-life producers,
unscrupulous casting directors and merce-
nary talent agents to these young perform-
ers goes something like this:  “ACTRA is
not inviting, not making it easy for you to
join, so go out and get some non-union
experience under your belt and you can
always join ACTRA later if that’s what you
really want to do”.

T

NEW
MEMBERSHIP
RULES
In November 2010, ACTRA members took a
bold step towards modernizing the union’s
membership rules. This decision was not without
controversy, as evidenced by the lively discussion that took
place at the last Annual General Meeting.  But in the end,
82% of ACTRA members approved the proposal to amend
ACTRA’s Constitution and reduce the requirement for Full
membership from six to three credits for all new members.

continued on page 4

Newest ACTRA member Pamela Koren
celebrates the occasion with a cake.



This situation needed to be
addressed.

From now on, a first credit towards
membership will be issued to indi-
viduals completing a college or uni-
versity-level acting or performance
degree credit from an accredited
public college or university.

ACTRA Branches have been asked to
determine which schools and pro-
grams from their area qualify. 

Now to be clear, it’s only a first cred-
it – which grants Apprentice
Member status – that will be
offered. After that, it’s the market
place and the ability of this individ-
ual to secure work that will deter-
mine is s/he ever becomes a Full
member. But in the meantime - and
this is the critical point here – this
individual is in the ACTRA family and
not in the non-union talent pool.

So, why did we do all this?

That’s a fair question. There were
two objectives that motivated
ACTRA’s elected leadership to go
down this path.

The first was to strengthen the bond
between ACTRA and its members.
Really, it just came down to a matter

of fairness. Becoming a full member
sooner means apprentice members
earn the right to vote on union 
matters sooner. It means these
members have the right to sit on
Council and effect real change in
their union sooner. And it means
that these members have access to
some of the best insurance and
retirement benefits offered by any
union in the world sooner. And that
too, is only fair.

The second was increase work
opportunities for all members.  By
drying up the non-union talent pool,
we hope to make it easier for us to
convince non-union work back where
it belongs; on an ACTRA contract
that pays fair and equitable rates.
The real objective here is to bring
more work opportunities to all of our
members.

Modernizing our membership rules
will make us stronger. Gordon
Pinsent said ‘ACTRA is the house we
have built for ourselves’. We want –
and need – all of Canada’s profes-
sional performers to live in it with
us. There are a lot of bright and tal-
ented performers out there. When
we are all in this house together, we
have the power to improve our pay
and working conditions. 
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new rules continued

MONTREAL AREA SCHOOLS & PROGRAMS
WHICH QUALIFY FOR AN ACTRA CREDIT

• The Dome at Dawson College
• The English stream of the National Theatre School 
• The theatre program at John Abbott
• The theatre program at Bishops
• The Theatre Performance, Theatre for Human
Development and Theatre Major programs under
the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree at Concordia

news in brief

CTRA Montreal National Councillor and ACTRA
Vice President

Tyrone Benskin is off to
battle for a seat in the
House of Commons after
years at the forefront of
ACTRA lobby days in
Ottawa, where he suc-
cessfully cajoled and con-
vinced our Nation’s lead-
ers on the importance of
supporting the arts and
Canadian artists.

Tyrone is taking the plunge into Federal politics as a
candidate for Jack Layton’s New Democratic Party in
the Montreal riding of Jeanne-Le Ber, which includes
Verdun, St. Henri, Point St. Charles, Little Burgundy
and Griffintown.

Tyrone is not only known for his roles in Charlie Jade,
300, Riverdale and Christmas Choir, and his voice work
on such video games as Ubisoft’s Far Cry and Splinter
Cell, he is also the Artistic Director of the Black Theatre
Workshop.

Congratulations and best of luck, Tyrone!

A

MR. BENSKIN
GOES TO
OTTAWA
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An icon of the Montreal comedy
scene, Jocko Alston passed
away suddenly at the age of 44. 

A loving family member and
consummate professional, 
Jocko will always be 
remembered for his wonderful
ability to make people laugh.

Our condolences go to Jocko’s
family and friends.

Jocko Alston 1966-2010

Fondly Remembered

ollowing months of negotia-
tions, ACTRA and Ubisoft have

a new three-year agreement in
place, covering voice performanc-
es, motion/performance capture,
combined motion/voice sessions
and face scanning.

Ubisoft – a giant in the multi-bil-
lion dollar gaming industry - has
quickly become one of the most
important engagers in the city,
accounting for nearly half a million
dollars worth of earnings for
Montreal members in 2010.

The new agreement, ratified by
99% of the voting membership,
lays out an increase of 3% to all
rates in each of the three years of
the agreement. Working conditions
within the agreement, however,
remain unchanged. 

This may come as some surprise to
those who recall Ubisoft’s desire

to seek a more substantial 
overhaul of the agreement when
negotiations first began. At the
time, the game publisher had just
concluded producing their first
web-based series, Lineage – a 
promotional compliment to their
highly successful video game,
Assassin’s Creed. Ubisoft was 
grappling with the idea of what
they described as “convergence,” 
referring to their intention to 
develop both games and movies
based on those games.

As it turned out, the concept
required further study and the
decision was made to roll over the
agreement with the aforementioned
rate increases, and to revisit the
idea in three years time.

Thank you to all of the members
who contributed to the negotiation
process and ratified the 
agreement.

F

Actor Rolan Chenail passed away
at the age of 89. 

A well respected performer in
both English and French-language
film and television, Roland was
perhaps best known for his role
as Léon Beaulieu in the series 
Le Clan Beaulieu and Les Berger.

Our condolences go to Roland’s
family and friends.

Roland Chenail 1921-2010

ACTRA, 
UBISOFT 
REACH AGREEMENT

Thank you Paul Giamatti. After winning a well-
deserved Golden Globe for Best Actor in a Comedy or
Musical for his role as Barney Panofsky in Barney's
Version, Giamatti gave big shout-out to Montreal, where
the film was shot.

"I also want to make sure to thank the incredible family of
Mordecai Richler, who let me stomp around in their pri-
vate lives, which was very kind of them," Giamatti said.
"And (thanks to) an incredible crew, every single one of
them, up in an incredible, beautiful city, Montreal, which I
dream about. An incredible place in a great nation,
Canada." 

Congratulations to
director Denis
Villeneuve and everyone
involved in making the film
Incendies. The gripping tale will
be representing Canada at the
2011 Oscars in the category of
Best Foreign Language Film.
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membership means community

2010
MEMBERS’
CONFERENCE

he inaugural event, meant to be
informative while also helping to
build a sense of community, was a

great success as nearly 300 members
attended each of the two workshops and
the Annual General meeting.

The morning workshop, “We Produced It –
So Can You!” was a panel discussion with
low-budget filmmakers (including a couple
of ACTRA Montreal members) who have
found success with their projects. 

Masterfully moderated by actor, writer,

producer, comedian Terence Bowman, the
panel was comprised of Laura Turek (My
Friend Ana), Mark Krupa (The Wild Hunt),
Conrad Pla (Burning Musolini) and the pro-
ducing team of Susan Schneir and Kim
Berlin (The High Cost of Living). 

The event was both informative and highly
entertaining, as the panel discussed every-
thing from the difficulties (read: horrors) of
securing financing to the logistics of
shooting on a tight budget to the ever pop-
ular topic of distribution. In this country,
producing an award winning film is hard

enough, but not nearly as hard as making
your money back on it.

The answer to one audience member’s
question probably best summed up what it
means to be a low-budget producer in
Canada. When asked about the value of
product placement in making such a film,
Berlin acknowledged, “We made a deal
with company to use their chips and water
on screen.” When asked what they got in
return for the product placement, Berlin
answered with perfect deadpan delivery,
“Chips and water.”

T

It’s often said in this business, it’s not what you know, but who
you know. One of the best things about the new ACTRA Montreal
Members’ Conference is that it offers the members the best of
both worlds; a great opportunity to pick up some invaluable tips
while rubbing elbows with some industry players.

Conference Committee Chair
Paula Costain shows off her
invite to the event.

The producers panel: (l to r) moderator Terence Bowman, Susan Schneir, Kim Berlin, Conrad Pla, Laura Turek and Mark Krupa.
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The second workshop, entitled,
“Inside a Casting Session,” offered
everyone in attendance a rare opportu-
nity to experience the audition process
from the other side of the table, watch-
ing Emmy-nominated casting director
Andrea Kenyon and award-winning
director Jacob Tierney (The Trotsky,
Good Neighbours) put five performers
through the paces. 

Moderated by ACTRA Award winning
actress, Ellen David, the workshop
revealed some instructive insight on
what casting directors and directors
often expect to see in an audition and
valuable tips to increase the chance of
landing a role. It was an immensely
educational and entertaining experi-
ence, due in large part to Tierney and
Kenyon’s wit and candidness.

The event concluded with the 2010
Annual General Meeting, as branch
councilors and Regional Director

Raymond Guardia walked members
through presentations on the year that
was and a look at what’s on the hori-
zon for the branch.

For the first time in a long time, pro-
duction has been – not quite booming,
but at the very least – stable. Finances
are steady and there’s relative peace in
the valley as it pertains to our usual
conflicts with various associations.
This unique opportunity to look ahead
and focus on improving our union, for
the benefit of all members, informed
much of the discussion that was had.

Our thanks go out to everyone involved
in first ever Members’ Conference,
including our panelists, moderators,
speakers and Chair of the Conference
Committee, Paula Costain.

We look forward to seeing you all at
the 2011 Members’ Conference, April
30.

1. Auditioners (l to r): Catherine Bérubé, James Murray,
Vanessa Matsui, Ross Neill & Chantele Francis, 
2. panelists (l to r): Jacob Tierney, Andrea Kenyon and
reader, Johanna Nutter, 3. moderator Ellen David, 
4. Treasurer Cary Lawrence, 5. Regional Director
Raymond Guardia, 6. Questioners Stephen John Mwinga
& Sean David Mercado.

1

2

3

4
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early 400 guests turned out for
the 2010 ACTRA Awards in
Montreal, gathering for a cocktail

reception at Musée d’Art Contemporain
before moving to Place des Arts’ elegant
and intimate Cinquième Salle for the
show.

Holly Gauthier-Frankel and Montreal
President Don Jordan hosted the evening,
kicking off the event with a sensational
musical number that had the audience on
their feet. The thrills continued as the
incomparable duo introduce each of the
award categories with a new Broadway-
style song.

Pauline Little was both gracious in her
acceptance speech as she took home the
award for Outstanding Voice Performance
for her work in “The True Story of Puss’n
Boots”.

Jean-François Lachapelle took a hell of a
beating in “Punisher: War Zone” to earn
himself the Outstanding Stunt
Performance Award.

Tiio Horn won the award for Outstanding
Female Performance with her comedic
work in the hit indie film, “The Trotsky.”

And Conrad Pla nabbed the Outstanding
Male Performance Award for his role as a
down on his luck boxer who turns to a life
of crime in, “Burning Mussolini,” a film he
also wrote, directed and produced.

Two members were awarded Life
Membership. Ian Finlay – a member since
1973 – has been an ardent supporter of
the organization for many years and a rep-
resentative of ACTRA Montreal for at least
four sets of negotiations, spanning the last
12 years.

And Susie Almgren, a member for nearly
25 years, has served ACTRA Montreal as
both a Branch Councilor and National
Councilor, has been a staunch supporter
and active member of the Women’s
Committee and cofounded ACTRA
Montreal’s own Professional Development
Committee.

The 2010 ACTRA Montreal Community
Builder Award was bestowed upon Anik
Matern, founder of the Dynamic Theatre
Factory. The Award acknowledges an 
individual's contribution to the local film
and television community - specifically,
their work in improving the quality of the
profession for all ACTRA members in
Montreal. Anik is certainly a worthy 
recipient with her tireless efforts and 
dedication to excellence in education,
through creative and professional acting
training, serving young performers.

Finally, Jay Baruchel was honoured with
the 2010 ACTRA Award of Excellence, in
recognition of both his tremendous career
and his fervent support of the city of
Montreal and our country’s indigenous
film and television industry. His accept-
ance speech was everything one has come
to expect of the talented young man; 
genuine, touching, witty and delivered
with just a hint of nervous charm.

The sign outside the venue for the ACTRA Awards read:
under construction. It seemed fitting in a year of 
transition – moving the Awards to the fall and finding 
a new home at Place des Arts. And of course, this is
Montreal – when are things not under construction in 
this city?  But not even having to circumvent the chasm 
in St. Catherine Street could keep our members from
enjoying a great party.

N

cover story

2010 ACTRA
AWARDS

Holly Gauthier-Frankel and Don Jordan bring
down the house with a sensational number.

Photos courtesy of Tom DiSandolo
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The evening ended with a
moment of appreciation for
Robyne Baruchel – mother of
Jay and our own council 
member Taylor Baruchel – 
recognizing all of the hard work
she has done in support of
ACTRA, including authoring the
“Stage Mom Survival Guide.”

The show ended as it began –
with a musical number from
Holly and Don – before guests
returned to the Musée for an
evening of dining and dancing.
It was a fantastic party, truly
befitting the spirit of ACTRA
Montreal and we are all looking
forward to seeing you there
next year.

continued on page 10.

Award of Excellence recipient, Jay Baruchel
with proud mom, Robyne Baruchel.

Life Members Ian Finlay
and Susie Almgren.



Outstanding Performance winners, clockwise from top
left: Pauline Little (voice), Jean-François Lachapelle
(stunt), Tiio Horn (female), Conrad Pla (male).



At the Awards: 
1. Past winners Al Goulem & Ellen David, 
2. Nominee Michelle Boback, 3. Peter Keleghan, 
4. National VP Tyrone Benskin, 
5. Councilors Phyllis Gooden & Howard Rosenstein, 
6. Teale Bishopric & Arthur Holden, 
7. National President Ferne Downey, 
8. Nominee Ricky Mabe, 9. the first family of ACTRA - 
(l to r) Sarah Camacho, Pauline Little, Mark Camacho 
& Jesse Camacho.

Photos courtesy of Tom DiSandolo
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2010 actra awards continued

he day after the ACTRA awards I
found myself feeling … well…it’s
rather hard to describe.  That feel-

ing you get when you’re reunited with a
great group of friends, or you’re coming
back from a long trip overseas and the
people you love are at the airport to greet
you. The Awards night was simply enchant-
ing.  It was such a touching and memo-
rable evening that our union meticulously
prepared, and all who were present were
just…‘wowed’.  

Place des Arts, the food, the bar, the danc-
ing, everything was magical.  You may be

thinking “well it must have been for you
princess, you were being crowned that
night”, but it wasn’t about that at all. Every
time ACTRA holds its awards night, even
its member conferences, it’s about coming
together and sharing good moments. That
evening I saw miles of smiles. 

I know for a fact that having Jay Baruchel
there that evening, accepting an award as
a “proud Montrealer” as he said, was for
many a momentous occasion. Then, hear-
ing his mother Robyne Ropell-Baruchel
speak when asked to share her feelings
about Jay’s success was also a heartwarm-

ing moment. When surviving, as director
Spike Lee so aptly puts it, in this “busi-
ness of rejection,” it’s uplifting to applaud
people’s resilience.

Stella Adler says: “To be an actor is to be a
fighter”; this couldn’t be truer.  I must add
that being the Artistic Director of a ‘not-for-
profit artistic and educational organiza-
tion’ is like playing Rambo and Snow White
at the same time. Little did I know of the
amount of work that would be required or
that I would have to face so many obsta-
cles.  

THANKS FROM
ANIK MATERN
T

Community Builder Award recipient, Anik Matern.
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My intention with DTF from the onset
was to offer unique training where actors
could get trustworthy, creatively challeng-
ing experiences in a nurturing environment
while discovering their own personal and
professional potential. I believe we’ve
achieved this. 

There were times however, when manag-
ing a company was not easy, as there were
negative forces not always working in our
favor, or simply a tremendous amount of
work in order to achieve our goals, but we
focused on the positive. If you’re always
honest and grateful and you do things
from ‘the heart’, you’ll survive anything. 

Those that kept me on track were my bet-
ter half, my family and dear and loyal
friends, one friend in particular Claire
Jacques whose timing is always perfect. As
a negative storm exited my life, Claire’s
positive energy entered it.  Thanks also to
Ellen McDill for being such a great friend
and book keeper.  

Our showcases full of love and light and
amazing talents are always so encourag-
ing.  So I take this opportunity to thank all
our past and present members and their
parents for making DTF what it is today.  

I had an opportunity to thank some people
during the awards night but I wanted to
gratefully acknowledge the help, love and
support that I received over the years from
so many others. 

I thank the trainers and industry profes-
sionals who’ve been an essential part of
our growth.  

I must mention a special lady Rebecca
Dewey, who brought her infinite love of
acting and dance to DTF. A very special
thanks to Michael Rudder and Mark
Camacho who helped us during our early
days through letters of support and by
being such dynamic and engaging guest
trainers. 

Thanks also go to: Liz MacRae and Jocelyn
Zucco two very special women, Michel
Wuchniac, Emma Stevens, Andrea &
Shawn from Kenyon Casting, Karen
Benzakein, Katrine Hurtubise, and many
local talent agents for their particular 
support.

I’d also like to thank ACTRA Montreal for
being community builders in their own
right. There are staff and volunteers who
give of their time to enhance our lives, 

and by virtue of this alone, they should be
applauded for their efforts. 

I was deeply touched to be chosen as this
year’s ‘Community Builder Award’ recipi-
ent.  It’s a privilege to express and share
ideas with enthusiastic young actors
through our ‘state-of-the-heart’ methods.
We continue to showcase over 30 actors
between 10 and 25 years of age annually,
live on stage and on film. 

To witness so many former members with
undeniable potential pursue their profes-
sional careers on the big screen, and in
the end, to think that DTF may have ‘played
a small role’ (all puns intended) in their
successful beginnings, is the most hum-
bling reward of all, for all of us involved.

Thank you all. 

Sincerely, 

Anik Matern
Proud ACTRA Member
Founder & Artistic Director
Dynamic Theater Factory

Also part of the 2010 ACTRA Awards was the 5th running of the ever popular ACTRA Short Film Festival. This year’s screening of
the films was hosted by the always hilarious, David Acer, a Gemini-award-nominated writer and comedian.

Sasha Pommepuy’s Midnight Ghost earned the Audience Choice Award while Lydia Zadel’s Flushing Lacan nabbed the Jury Prize.

ACTRA SHORT FILM FESTIVAL

(l to r) Host David Acer,
Audience Choice winner
Sasha Pommepuy and 
Jury Prize winner Lydia Zadel.
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am going to take this opportunity to
discuss a matter that is a constant
source of discussion amongst stunt

performers, The Stunt Adjustment.  Anyone
who has ever signed an Actra timesheet on
set has probably seen the column that
reads stunt adj. For the uninitiated this
refers to a bonus system designed to com-
pensate stunt people for performing above
and beyond the basic requirements of
their profession, or to be plain, higher
risk.  

Why are we talking about it today? The
system is a bone of contention for many
stunt performers who feel there is too
much inconsistency in values placed on
risk going from show to show but more so
amongst different stunt coordinators. 

Now before I go any further I will, as
always, state that these are my opinions
based on 25 years of observation and par-
ticipation. I can assure you I am about to
annoy a few people. 

Many years ago the few of us that were
around had a basic understanding of what
certain types of stunts cost. But as the film
industry evolved, so did the stunts along
with it. It was no longer a simple thing to
place a value on risk. The stunts became
complex and were starting to combine dif-
ferent disciplines.  

An example would be a high fall through a
window on fire and let’s throw in going out
backwards just for fun. What do you do
here? Do you simply add what the fall
would have cost to the risk value of the
burn and the window? It’s not that simple.
The stunt was not twice or three times as
hard as a simple fall, it was closer to being
five times as hard. Throw in cables and
props or mechanical aids like air rams and
you’ve got a bit of calculating to do as a
stunt coordinator. 

So why are we having issues now? Well for
one thing everyone has a different sense
of value when it comes to risk. If you are a
stunt performer who lives in the water

then certain types of stunts will seem like
a cakewalk to you as opposed to the stunt
performer who can’t swim. That’s pretty
obvious and as far as we’ll pursue that
aspect. 

You also have to ask, “What does the pro-
ducer get for his buck?” I bring this up
because some people think they should
get an adjustment just for gracing us with
their presence.  Let’s face it, we get paid
principal performer rates and as such a
certain amount of risk work is included in
the price. An adjustment is reserved for
those stunts that are either sure to leave a
mark, are so repetitive that you can barely
walk to your car at the end of the day or
are so risky some people can’t even watch. 

Who decides what the adjustment should
be? It is down to the stunt coordinator.
They are the ones who fill in that little box
at the end of the day. He or she will come
up with some numbers as they do their
breakdown. They will base those
amounts on several things, like their

I
by Branch Councillor, Michael Scherer

THE BUMP

Helen Stranzl (pictured above and 
driving the car on the left) takes a few
bumps of her own in The Last Templar.
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own experience actually doing the same
kind of work, their own opinions on risk
and sometimes their willingness to
appease their employers and find a com-
promise. 

Now I am going to reveal the dark side of
the stunt adjustment. One sure way to
work the budget, get the job and look like
a hero to the boss is to lowball on the
stunt adjustments. You basically get in the
good graces of a production by placing lit-
tle or no value on excess risk incurred by
the stunt performer. 

Keep in mind I am talking about extremes
here. This means a stunt performer getting
absolutely nothing or a token amount for
the kind of work previously mentioned.
There is even the “timed release” adjust-
ment. That’s where the producer doesn’t
have to pay an adjustment until after the
stunt is done a predetermined number of
times. News flash, it hurts on the first take
too. But standing around a craft table after
the fact complaining to other stunt people
about it does not solve the problem, and
ACTRA can’t be expected to know anything
on the subject and actually had to defer to
the stunt committee on a recent complaint. 

When you get the call to do a stunt and it
sounds big, then you are within your rights
to ask. Trust me, the coordinator already
knows the amount, if any. They have sub-
mitted a budget and it’s in there. If he or
she tells you there is little or no adjust-
ment, then you decide if you want the work
anyway. Nobody is saying not to. But then
you can’t complain after the fact. 

Some stunt performers, having to rely on
stunt coordinators for employment, are
afraid to rock the boat. If you are on set
and its turning into a bigger deal than dis-
cussed, you can say something. A good
coordinator, seeing a change happening to
the scene, is already looking for the pro-
ducer to effect a change in the adjustment.
They are watching out for you. 

There is even a practice where production
tries to factor in the buyout. Let’s be clear,
the buyout has nothing to do with the risk
of a stunt. It is a legality that takes into
account the adjustment, but should not
dictate its value.

To be fair, it does sometimes happen that
a scene develops and the action evolves
into something bigger along the way and
there is just no budget for an adjustment.
It is then up to the performers discretion
whether they want to do it. But again, if
you were told the situation and you agree
to go ahead with it, you really should not
be complaining down the road.

Having said that, I can tell you budgeting
for stunts is not that easy. Production can
put a good deal of pressure on a coordina-
tor to keep costs low, it’s their job. As a
coordinator your options are either stand
fast or drop the stunt, modify it according
to what’s available or look the other way.
Working the problem backwards, some-
times putting the cart before the horse,
can work. That means designing the stunt
around a known adjustment value. 

One could find the resources elsewhere;
tell production to lose the gummy worms

from craft. Sometimes a coordinator is
given a lump sum budget to work with and
has to decide adjustments relative to each
other on a percentage basis for the whole
show. In the end the action sometimes
gets cut back and the stunt community
loses the chance to do big glorious things
altogether. See what I mean? Not so easy
having your cake and eating it too.

There has been talk of standardizing
adjustments but there are so many vari-
ables involved. How do you account for the
female factor? This is when you have 2
stunt performers, on male and one female
both doing the exact same stunt but the
woman is wearing a negligee or a skirt and
high heels, as always seems to happen,
and as a result can’t hide any pads. She
will obviously take a bigger hit than the
guy. 

Perhaps a set of bare minimums to work
from would be better than nothing, a value
that would cause stunt people to react if a
coordinator went below it. This is some-
thing I feel the community needs to work
together on so you get input from both
sides. I could see the benefits to all parties
involved. 

It has been suggested that if the stunt
community can’t self regulate then maybe
ACTRA could acknowledge those very basic
adjustment values and have a word with
those who would devalue any extraordi-
nary risk that stunt performers take, but
also have the coordinators back when
budgeting for action. It might be better if
we could keep it in the family though…less
paperwork.

Dynamic Theater Factory will again present 30 members 

of all ages on stage during three exclusive performances of our

annual Original Works Showcase, May 20th & 21st 2011, 

featured both live and on film. 

Held in the new state-of-the-art Theater Venue, ‘Le Theatre Rouge’

of the ‘Conservatoire d’art dramatique de Montreal’ since 2010, 

at 4750 Henri-Julien, on the plateau, this year’s one word theme: 

‘WORDS…spell it out!’

Will once again leave our audiences entertained through movement, 

comic and dramatic scene work, music and more.

For more info: www.dtfonline.com or 514-591-6994
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member  profile

GIVING BACK

iz submitted her experience to
the Kidney Stories of Hope
Campaign, designed to help

educate Canadians about kidney 
disease, its modifiable risk factors,
and the importance of financial 
support for programs and services 
to help improve the quality of life for
current and future patients. Her story
was chosen to represent the Quebec
region and Liz was awarded a $500
prize – which she generously donated
back to The Kidney Foundation, 
of course.  

But Liz’s cooperation with The Kidney
Foundation did not end there. Her story
was also used in a national fundraising
letter which raised an astounding 
$167, 000. Liz also volunteered at The
Foundation’s annual Founder’s Award
Campaign Gala, which celebrated 
transplant athletes.

We applaud Liz in her earnest efforts to
support this important cause. If you are
interested in donating to The Kidney
Foundation of Canada or finding out how
you can lend your support - or if you
want more information on Kidney Health
Month (March in Canada) please visit
their website at kidney.ca.

In addition to her incredible body of
voice work in TV and radio commercials,
animation, documentary films and 
corporate videos, Liz MacRae has
enjoyed on-camera roles in numerous films,
TV series and television commercials.

L

When ACTRA Montreal member Liz MacRae’s mother, Edna, was
diagnosed with kidney disease, The Kidney Foundation of Canada
was there to support her – whether it was with educational 
material or even financial contributions to the cost of a driver to
take Edna to dialysis treatment three to five days a week. And to
show her appreciation, Liz decided to give back.

Liz MacRae (right) with Violet Prevost, a volunteer
with The Kidney Foundation of Canada.
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Only ACTRA full members, apprentice members and ACTRA
Background Performers may nominate another member. Please
read the full terms and conditions for nominating a member for
consideration.

Nominated Member: ___________________________     

Nomination Category: Outstanding Performance, Female
Outstanding Performance, Male 
Outstanding Stunt Performance    
Outstanding Voice Performance 

Name of Project: _____________________________     

Production Company: _________________________     

Type of Project: Feature Film     TV Series       
AIP          MIP 

Submitted by: ______________________________     

ACTRA Number: ____________________________     

Telephone Number: ___________________________

Email Address: _____________________________     

BE A PART OF THE EXCITEMENT!
Terms & Conditions
The following are the terms and conditions for nominating or
being nominated for consideration for the 2011 ACTRA Awards
in Montreal.

• Only film and television projects with a first run broadcast or
theatrical release between January 1, 2010 and December 31,
2010 are eligible. The date of production is irrelevant, except
in the case of a Short, which may not have a broadcast date.

• Nominations must be received by the ACTRA Montreal office
by May 1, 2011. 

• Film and television projects must be produced under
ACTRA's jurisdiction, but not necessarily under ACTRA
Montreal's jurisdiction to be eligible. Meaning, a performance
by an ACTRA Montreal member in a film shot in Toronto is 
eligible.

• IPA film and television projects (including CIPIPs), AIPs and
MIPS (including Shorts) are eligible.

• Any ACTRA Montreal full member, apprentice member or
ACTRA Background Performer may nominate another member. 

• ACTRA Montreal members may submit more than one 
nomination for consideration.

• ACTRA Montreal members may be nominated for 
consideration for more than one role.

• Nominations may only be made for "Lead" and/or
"Supporting" roles; specifically, no background roles.

• Nominees must have been ACTRA Montreal members when
the project was produced to be eligible. 

Nominate a member today!
Fill out the form online @ www.actramontreal.ca

or cut this page out and return it to: ACTRA Montreal, 

c/o ACTRA Awards 2011

1450 City Councillors #530 Montreal, QC  H3A 2E6  

or by fax: 514.844.2068



ACTRA Montreal

1450 City Councillors, Suite 530, Montreal, Quebec  H3A 2E6

Tel: 514.844.3318       Fax: 514.844.2068

Email: montreal@actra.ca       www.actramontreal.ca

.
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